Eat & Drink
Celebrate 20 Years
March 6, 2015
Ocean Place Long Branch, NJ

Keeping Our Education Plugged In.
“No one has ever become poor from giving.”

— Anne Frank
proudly supports the

Education Foundation of Little Silver
We are overwhelmed once again by the generosity of these wonderful, civic-minded companies that stepped up to support the students of Little Silver. We broke records this year through our generous sponsors. Please show them your appreciation by supporting their local business!

**PLATINUM $5000**
- Cullen Funds
- Goodes Family Foundation

**GOLD $3500**
- BCG Advisors (Bill Scuorzo)
- Kelly Builders and Developers
- Solari Creative
- The Unterberg Children’s Hospital at Monmouth Medical Center – Barnabas Health

**SILVER $2500**
- Red Bank Self Storage/ The Tietjen Family
- The Carwill Foundation / The Shull Family

**GREEN $1250**
- Collex Collision Experts
- Dilworth Paxson, LLP
- Gloria Nilson Realtors- MaryLou Mannino
- Goldtinker Jewelers
- J&S Stark Billing and Consulting, INC
- Little Silver Bottle Shop
- The DiYanni Family
- The McGuire Family

**BLUE $500**
- Asset Wealth & Management Group
- Atlantic Pediatric Dentistry- Drs. Safari and Guerrasio
- BNL Photos
- Builders’ General
- Design Floors
- E.A. Armstrong Agency- Cherie Shoemaker
- Fresh Personal Training
- Garage Innovations
- Gianni’s
- Heritage House-Soteby’s International Realty- Amy Almasy and Kim Quigley
- House of Cline Design
- Interventional Spine Services
- Monmouth Pool Service
- O’Brien Realty
- Pet’s General Store
- Rina Carrolli Interior Design, LLC
- Sickles Market
- Squirtini Bikini
- United Lacrosse
- Viscon Builders, Inc.
- Weichert Realtors – Kevin Gore
Thank you to our family sponsors who stepped up to sponsor our event and help us raise record amounts of money. We so appreciate your generosity and commitment to our mission.

The Ahearn Family
The Bracken Family
The Cullen Family
The Dohrenwend Family
The DuBois Family
The Glynn Family
The Griffin Family
The Hobson Family
The Kienbaum Family
The Kiernan Family
The Kollman Moynihan-White Family
The Lazewski Family
The Lenza Family
The McAllister Family
The O’Keefe Family
The Purdon Family
The Tobin Family
The Wetmore Family
The Wood Family, Emmett and Kara
The Wood Family, Rob and Maria

Thank you to the following businesses who donated their services/products, gave us discounts or shared their great talents with us to help make our event!

Asi Wind
Athlete’s Alley
Bike Haven
Boardwalk Photo Booth Rentals
Brian Kirk and The Jirks
Cork Maven
Foggia Florist
Healthy Glow
Little Silver Bottle Shop
Monmouth Stereo
Naiman Designs
Nicole Martin Photography
Ocean Place Resort & Spa
Silverwing Interiors
Solari Creative
Steiner Sports
Wine Loft
And thank you for helping us say “Happy Birthday!” to the Education Foundation of Little Silver (EFLS)! 20 years ago, a group of parents formed the EFLS in order to enrich the educational experience of their children. They valued innovation in the classroom and decided to fund new and exciting technology for the schools. You share those values, which is why you are here - and for that we are so grateful!

Technology was vastly different 20 years ago…in 1995 “iDevices” were still a decade away! What was cutting edge then is relatively standard in the classroom of 2015.

With the vast array of today’s technology comes endless possibilities for ingenuity in teaching, but also brings with it the complexities of infrastructure, breakage, classroom parity, etc. As parents supporting innovation in the classroom, we must consider the whole picture.

To this end, the EFLS has been working closely with teachers and the administration to better understand the schools’ needs on a grade-by-grade level. We changed our grant process to make it easier to receive grants, and we altered grant deadlines so that we could review them prior to our event. This has given us a clear fundraising goal and has further revealed how critical the efforts of our organization are, 20 years later.

Thankfully, one thing that has NOT changed in 20 years is the dedication of our volunteers, our sponsors and our community to help support our mission. I am overwhelmed by the generosity and kind spirit that has been visible throughout Little Silver since our committee began this adventure. We went out in search of sponsors, auction items, volunteers, new ideas and help! And we found them in droves.

A huge thank you to the teachers and administrators for all the support leading up to tonight. We can’t wait to bid on all of the fantastic teacher experiences you have contributed to our auction.

A wonderfully humble and tearful thank you to the amazing friends, sponsors, neighbors, parents and businesses who have helped us to make tonight so great. Through sponsorships alone, we have already raised more than $50,000! If you do one thing after leaving this event, please support our sponsors and their businesses. Tell them you know that they support the EFLS and that their dedication to our community is appreciated!

And finally, here’s to you for your continued support and dedication to your children’s education! There are so many opportunities to raise money tonight - outbid your friend on a teacher experience, win a bottle of wine at the “Wine Toss”, or fund a grant request directly through the giving “tree.” Thank you for celebrating 20 years and ensuring the success of Little Silver schools for many more to come!

With my sincere thanks and gratitude,

Kelly Cullen
President Education Foundation of Little Silver
STEERING COMMITTEE
Kelly Cullen
Lauren Dohrenwend
Tara Gibb
Carrie Glynn
Aimee Lazewski
Gillian Marziarz
Jessica Minetti
Kristine Kennedy Scuorzo

SPONSORSHIPS
Kelly Cullen
Jen Baxter
Lauren Dohrenwend
Carolyn McGuire
Lee Nichols
Kris Kennedy Scuorzo

BANNER PRODUCTION
Mike Galbavy
Thank you, Mike for your continued help and the generous donation of your time and effort to help create all of our banners!

GAMES/RESTAURANT OUTREACH
Aimee Lazewski
Beth Goode
Kathleen Ferrigno
Shauna Van de Graaf

CHILDREN’S ART
Meghan DuBois
Carole Rogers
Lisa Walsh
Gabriella Bonocore
Karey Griffin
Nicole Martin
Jackie Murphy
Dina Scalzo
Veronica Scanlon
Michele Williams
Maria Wood

DECORATIONS
Crystal Maki
Adrienne Supino
Nicole Donnelly
Elizabeth Hanlon
Donna Hart
Beth Kowalczyk
Beth Loveridge Lenza

BIDPAL GURUS
Lauren Dohrenwend
Kris Kennedy Scuorzo

TEACHER EXPERIENCES
Maria Wood
Valerie Costic

INVITATION TEAM
Amy Terrill
Amy Fox
Julie Collins
Kimberly Gervais
Mary Verderese
Solari Creative

And a HUGE thank you to Solari Creative for all of our beautiful creative (invites, postcards, signage, event programs and more) and for their help with our website.

Thank you to Mr. Platt, Dr. Albert-Devine and Carolyn Kossack for your continued support and assistance.

Thank you, Mike for your continued help and the generous donation of your time and effort to help create all of our banners!

LICENSED
Maureen Stark

MARKETING/PUBLIC RELATIONS/SOCIAL MEDIA
Tara Gibb
Carrie Glynn
Leslie Dyer
Jenny Mulholland
Solari Creative
THANK YOU TO OUR FRIENDS

on the committee who helped brainstorm ideas, solicit businesses and friends, stuffed baskets, and so much more!!

As you can see by some of our awesome silent auction items, we had a number of neighborhoods that collected monetary donations to help with our fundraising efforts. We are so grateful to their time and energy to help us reach our goal.

NEIGHBORHOOD CAPTAINS

Coleen Forbes
Jenny Baxter
Christin Cosimano
Kelly Dengler
Lauren Dohrenwend
Jill Drummond

Micaela Gannon
Kimberly Gervais
Jennifer Grootenboer
Carrie Glynn
Eva Kelly
Beth Kowalczyk

Tara Langan
Laura Larkin
Donna Loftus
Suzanne Power
Kris Kennedy Scuorzo
Diane Tobin
Thank you to the following families for donating directly to the EFLS auction* or through neighborhood collections. Your generosity is overwhelming and so appreciated.

The Appio Family
The Ballington Family
The Baxter Family
The Blumberger Family
The David Burns Family
The Campanella Family
The Canning Family
Elizabeth W. Card Family
The Carrion Family
The Chace Family
The Chamberlain Family
The Choff Family
The Clausing Family
The Cochran Family
The Collaizzo Family
The Collins Family
The Connelly Family
The Connors Family
The Cooper Family
The Cosimano Family*
The Cullen Family
The Dengler Family, Kelly & Tim
The Deverin Family
The DeVitto Family
The DiYanni Family
The Dohrenwend Family
The Drummond Family
The Dusko Family
Maureen Enander and Corrine Ford
The Escobar Family
The Feldkamp Family
The Flaherty Family
The Flanagan Family
The Forbes Family
The Galbavy Family*
The Gannon Family
The Gardner Family
The Garofalo Family
The Gervais Family
The Goldsmith Family
The Grootenboer Family
The Grassi Family
The Halloran Family
The Healy Family
The Hildebrand Family
The Hughes Family
The Kane Family
The Karr Family
The Kelly Family (Eva & Ryan)
The Kelly Family (Kate & Jim)
The Kelly Family (Jean & Dave)
The Kienbaum Family
The Knipe Family
The Kreitz Family*
The Kowalczyk Family
The Eileen Kubalits Family
The Langan Family
The Larkin Family
The Lauro Family
The Lazewski Family
The Lucid Family
The Mahoney Family
Mary Lou Mannino* & Family
The Martin Family
The Marzian Family*
The Mastroianni Family
The McCall Family
The McCarthy Family
The McCormack Family
The McKay Family
The McLoone Family
The McManus Family
The Mellor Family
The Minetti Family
The Monge Family
The Mulholland Family (Donna & Dan)
The Mulholland Family (Jenny)
The Murray Family
The Naidich Family
The Natali Family
Joyce & Roger Neu*
The Nicolosi Family
The Niehaus Family
The Novara Family
The O’Connor Family (Joan)
The O’Connor Family (Jodi & Chris)
The O’Scanlon Family
The Ostrowski Family
The Pape Family
The Perfetto Family
The Perskie Family*
The Pia Family
The Power Family
The Ratner Family
The Redaelli Family
The Renna Family
The Reevey Family
The Michael Rovder Family
The Ryan Family
The Sanborn Family*
The Sauer Family
The Scalzo Family
The Scourzo Family
The Shunk Family
The Smigie Family
The Sollecito Family
The Solon Family
The Spellane Family*
The Spencer Family
The Stephens Family
The Szabo Family
The Tamblyn Family
The Terrill Family
The Thygeson Family
The Tobin Family
The Tuohy Family
The Van de Boe Family
The Van Winkle Family
The Walsh Family
The Wilcox Family
The Wood Family
(Rob & Maria)*
All-Shore Baseball Academy
Annette Jenkins Photography
Arch Browbar
Asbury Festhalle & Biergarten
Atlantic Pediatric Dentistry Avenue
Bagel Masters
Birravino
Bistro
Boynton & Boynton
Brave New World
Brickwall Tavern
Beauty Counter
(by Peggy Nicolosi and Elizabeth Hanlon)
Butch’s
Camden River Sharks (Beth Goodes)
Carlos Meulener DMD, PA General, Cosmetic & Implant Dentistry
Carvel
Catch
Center Yourself Massage
Char
Clementine Cycling Studio
Count Basie Theatre
Dance Mixx
Detail Doctor
Downtown
Elite Basketball Training
Evolution - the Salon
Fair Haven Martial Arts
Femme by Ashley
FRESH Personal Fitness
Fromagerie
Funtime America
GoodSports USA
Gotham
Grandma’s Bagels
Gravity Vault
Great Wolf Lodge
Groomingdales
Hand & Stone
Healthfair
Healthy Glow
Indulge
JIRK Inc
Kaiser Chiropractic and Physical Therapy
Klein Outdoor Advertising
Kramer Portraits
L&L Paving Company
Langosta Lounge
LB Kass
Little Silver Family Pharmacy
Little Silver Fire Department
Little Silver PTO
Little Silver Tennis Club
McLoone’s Restaurants
Mid NJ Lacrosse
Mike Duffy’s Personal Training
MyGym
MyOptics of Little Silver
Nails Plus
Nauvoo Grill Club
New York Red Bulls
New York Vintners
Oceanport Pool Club
OhanaLa LLC
Pascal & Sabine
Pazzo
PG Baseball
Pilates Blast
Pinot’s Palette
Plants Plus
Poor Cat
Porta
Privetera’s Landscape Nursery
Project Write Now
Raven & the Peach
Renaissance Pilates
Red Bank
Rodan & Fields
Rook Coffee Roasters
Rumson Buy Rite
Salt Creek Grille
Sam Hammer Surf School
Shrewsbury Car Wash
Shrewsbury Sailing & Yacht Club
SnapMe Swimwear
Spellbinders Surf Shop
Squirtini Bikini
Taste and Technique Cooking Studio
Tatyana Fast-Ponti, MD
Tavalo Pronto
Teak
Temple
The Bar Method
The Golden Goose
The Megacycle
The Old World Shaving Parlor
The Pilates Project
The SMITH Restaurant Group
Toco Inc.
Tommy’s
Turning Point
Undici
United Lacrosse
Val’s Tavern
White Dove Cleaners
Willow Cleaners
Woody’s Ocean Grille

Thank you to the following businesses for their donations to our auction and directly to the EFLS.
Other Ways to Support

AMAZON SMILE
We shop – Amazon gives! For eligible purchases at AmazonSmile, the AmazonSmile Foundation will donate 0.5% of the purchase price to EFLS. Go to smile.amazon.com, search Education Foundation of Little Silver, click select and start supporting technology in Little Silver schools whenever you shop…now that’s something to smile about!

LABEL DADDY
Visit www.LITTLESILVER.labeldaddy.com to order your custom, washable, peel-and-stick labels. With our school code LITTLESILVER, you save 10%, the EFLS GETS 10%, and 0% of your stuff will find its way into the dreaded Lost & Found! Why not support technology in Little Silver schools with a purchase you need anyway? Everyone wins!

HOSTESS GIFTS
For your next party, consider asking guests to make an EFLS donation instead of gifting you a bottle of wine or another hostess gift.

See more ways to give at www.EFLS.org
The Little Silver Education Association (teachers from Markham Place and Point Road Schools) and NJEA Pride in Education Fund in support of the excellent educational programs that have been our tradition.

Little Silver Education Association (Teachers from Markham Place and Point Road Schools) is proud to support the efforts of the Education Foundation of Little Silver.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY EFLS!
“Technology is everywhere entwined in almost every part of our lives. It affects how we socialize, communicate, connect, shop, play, and most importantly now, how we learn. Our students are capable of making a difference in the world; they are learning how to ask and answer questions; they are learning how to utilize technology tools to collaborate and to solve problems. We need to make sure that they have the proper tools to do the important work that needs to be done.”

—Pamela Albert-Devine
EDUCATION FOUNDATION OF LITTLE SILVER
BOARD MEMBERS

Kelly Cullen, President
Aimee Lazewski, Vice President
Carrie Glynn, Secretary
Kris Kennedy Scuorzo, Treasurer
Tara Gibb, Marketing/Public Relations
Thomas Bartolo, Assistant Treasurer
Lauren Dohrenwend, Archivist

TRUSTEES
Meghan DuBois
MaryKate Kane
Donna Loftus
Gillian Marzjarz
Jessica Minetti
Christine Pota
Vicki Rogers
Lori Stratford
Maria Wood

If you would like to find out more information about the EFLS, please visit our website www.EFLS.org. Guests are always welcome at our monthly board meetings. Stay tuned for the EFLS Power Off week in May as we challenge our kids and community to turn their devices off! And we look forward to seeing you in June at Keansburg Waterpark.
Wishes the
Education Foundation of Little Silver
the best of luck in its fundraising efforts!

Cheers
to another Successful EVENT!

Value Investment Management
Low Price/Earnings • Dividend Yield • Dividend Growth

www.CullenFunds.com